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On or about April 25, 1986, a nuclear reactor at Chernobyl, the IJkraine, 
Soviet IJnion, malfunctioned. As a result, the immediate area around the 
reactor was highly contaminated, causing deat,hs and injuries, radioac- 
tive contamination of surrounding countries, and residual fallout world- 
wide. The Chernobyl reactor is used for generating electrical power and 
is believed by some to be a facility for producing plutonium for nuclear 
weapons. The reactor is one of four units at Chernobyl, all of which are 
water-cooled and moderated by graphite. 

As a result. of the Chernobyl accident, there has been heightened interest 
over relevant environment, health, and safety issues pertaining to 
nuclear power in this country, including the adequacy of the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission’s (NRC'S) regulation of domestic commercial 
nuclear facilities and the self-regulation of the Department of Energy’s 
( IW)I~;‘s) nuclear installations. A major concern in the linited States today 
is the possibility of an accident similar to Chernobyl occurring at one of 
I)OI?S production reactors, of which there are four at its Savannah River 
I’lant near Aikcn, South Carolina, and one at its Hanford Reservation 
near Richland, Washington. All five of these facilities produce pluto- 
nium for nuclear weapons, and none have containment structures of the 
type required for commercial nuclear power plants. 

We have received requests from a congressional committee, a subcom- 
mittee, and a Member of Congress to pursue several areas relating to 
domestic commercial nuclear facilities and those operated by DOE. These 
include (1) a review which compares and contrasts various safety and 
other features of ME’S reactor at, Hanford with those of the troubled 
unit at Chernobyl, (2) a review focusing on the safety features and 
requirements of IIOIS’S production reactors at Savannah River, (3) a 
broad-based study of the safety of domestic nuclear power, including 
both federally and commercially-owned facilities. 

In addition, at the time of the accident, we had several reviews in pro- 
cess, including (1) a review of the adequacy of health and safety proce- 
dures at selected DOE defense facilities, including the Hanford reactor, 
(2) an assessment of IIOE’S implementation of the Nuclear Waste Policy 
Act of 1982, (3) an analysis of the limits on insurance provided under 
the Price-Anderson Act dealing with severe nuclear accidents, and (4) 
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an evaluation of the possible relocation of the Rocky Flats plutonium 
processing operations. 

This report provides the Congress with a compendium of our past work 
in the nuclear energy area. The compendium includes reports and testi- 
monies relating to nuclear energy since January 1, 1979, shortly before 
the accident at the Three Mile Island nuclear power plant, near Harris- 
burg, Pennsylvania. It will be useful to the Congress, pertinent agencies, 
and other interested parties during deliberations on nuclear activities 
over the next several months concerning the safety of nuclear power in 
this country and other related issues. 

The compendium is presented in two appendixes. Appendix I briefly dis- 
cusses 27 reports and testimonies directly relating to nuclear regulation 
and 12 directly relating to nuclear environment, health, and safety 
issues which we believe are of concern given the Chernobyl accident. 
The narratives included in the appendix are based on information pre- 
sented in the reports or testimonies and may not reflect current 
circumstances. 

Our work in the area of nuclear regulation has focused on NRC'S imple- 
mentation of the lessons learned from the accident at the Three Mile 
Island plant. For example, we have recommended management improve- 
ments related to (1) resolving safety issues common to nuclear plants, 
such as issues identified from that accident, (2) preparing for emergen- 
cies, and (3) inspecting operating nuclear plants. 

Most of our prior work relating to environment, health, and safety 
issues focused on DOE’S various nuclear facilities. These included DOE'S 
uranium enrichment plants, multiprogram laboratories, plutonium pro- 
duction reactors, plutonium processing plants, and uranium and pluto- * 
nium fabrication facilities. Our reports presented in the appendix, which 
date back to 1980, contain findings, conclusions and recommendations in 
the areas of (1) protecting worker health and safety, (2) planning for 
nuclear emergencies and coordinating response mechanisms in the event 
of a serious nuclear accident, (3) ensuring the safe design of facilities, 
and (4) monitoring the environment. 

While we reported that deficiencies in these areas were correctable 
through improved management techniques and a greater awareness of 
safety and health oversight, we pointed out that impaired organizational 
independence of the oversight function, a lack of headquarters 
authority, and the decentralized nature of the oversight activities may 
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constitute more serious problems over the long term. To correct these 
potential problems, we identified several alternatives for improving 
oversight of IXRI’S nuclear facilities, ranging from elevating the health 
and safety function to a higher organizational level in DO13 to having 
outside agencies provide this function. Although DOE: has since elevated 
the oversight function and has made several other improvements to cor- 
rect noted deficiencies, our more recent work indicates that organiza- 
tional independence of the oversight function may still be a problem 
area and is likely to receive increased scrutiny in the aftermath of the 
Chernobyl accident, 

Appendix II is a list of other GAO products and provides a more complete 
overview of our past work in the nuclear area. This list includes reports 
and testimonies relating to nuclear waste management and disposal 
activities at commercial and federal facilities, as well as other products 
dealing with nuclear regulation, environment, health, and safety and 
other areas which have a less direct relationship to issues generated by 
the Chernobyl accident. 

We are sending copies of this report to the House Committee on Govern- 
ment Operations, Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs, Senate 
and House Appropriations Committees, and the respective House and 
Senate committees having oversight responsibilities for nuclear energy 
matters. We are also making copies available to the Secretary of Energy 
and the Chairman, NRC. 

Charles A. Bowsher 
Comptroller General 
of the IJnited States 
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Abbreviations 

Department of Defense 
Department of Energy 
Energy and Minerals Division, GAO 
Environmental Protection Agency 
Environment, Safety, and Health 
Federal Emergency Management Agency 
General Accounting Office 
International Division, GAO 
Institute of Nuclear Power Operations 
International Atomic Energy Agency 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
National Security and International Affairs Division, GAO 
Office of General Counsel, GAO 
probabilistic risk assessment 
research and development 
Resources, Community and Economic Development Division, 

GAO 
Three Mile Island 
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Synopses of Reports and Testimonies Directly 
Related to Nuclear Regulation, Environment, 
Health, and Safety Issues 

‘I’ht~ material presented in this appendix was derived from issued GAO 
rq)orf,s and t,t!st,imonies. The narrative portions may not reflect current 
sit.uat,icm since they were prepared based on circumst,ances existing at 
the time thcso GAO products were issued. Such products arc as follows: 

!.!!t,c!r~.~-~tt;i!!n;_t!.~~~~~I)(.)r~s~? to Nuclear Power Reactor Safety Concerns ~- 
( p. 10.) 

!,!!‘obabilistio Iji:is& Assessment: An Emerging Aid to Nuclear Power Plan& -- - 
s~~~~ty_!tc,lg~~~-~~~~~~ ( p. 12.) 

I,)t!!i!:!‘.l*,~.~~~pr)<tt!ic!nManagctment Would Improve Oversight of Operating __-- -- _--- - 
Nuclear I’lants (1). 12.) l”“““.“l.” .I . ..^...... 

NL~~!!~~g~~.~~~!!,.~~!aknc?sses Affect Nuclear Regulatory Commission Eff(m 
to Address Safetylssues Common to Nuclear Power Illants (I). 1 :I.) . ._-.-_.-__- ..-_.. -..- ._.._.- 

Nuclear Safety Research RospgnGveness to Regulatory Needs and Coor- -.._ -- ..--..... I -.-..._ --__. -.-.--. ---.--‘L 3r 
!N!.ati!,tl ( P. 15.1 

N!1!1,,IIJ.!rec_l~.-~!tcg!~tive to Mandatory Relocation for Maintaining Ob.jec- 
&jyjJ;y of’ Resident Inspectors ( p. 16. ) .“.l_l_..“l-l”.l --._ .__--._ IL 

I++m~:g~!n~ny .I.Vq)3r$dness Around Nuclear Power Plants (Testimony) 
(1). l(i) 

Additional Improvements Needed in Physical Security at Nuclear Power ___._..._ _. __.._.__... -._.- .- -...._ .---...-..-...-L-.-~____ 
!L!N!W ( I). 17.) 
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Ap~nwtlix I 

Emergency Preparedness Around Nuclear Power Plants (Testimony) 
(1). 17.) 

m>onse to Specific Questions on the Indian Point Probabilistic Safety 
asy (pm 18.) 

Problems and Delays Overshadow NRC'S Initial Success in Improving 
Reactor Operators’ Capabilities (p. 18.) 

Three Mile Island: The Most Studied Nuclear Accident in History (p. 19.) 

Analysis of the Price-Anderson Act (p. 20.) ~II ~ 

Do Nuclear Regulatory Commission Plans Adequately Address Regu& 
my-Deficiencies Highlighted by the Three Mile Island Accident‘? (1). 2 1.) 

RuEganization Plan No. 1 of 1980 (Testimony) (p. 22.) 

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission: More Aggressive Leadership 
Needed (1~ 22.) 

Placing Resident Inspectors At Nuclear Power Plant Sites: Is It Working? 
(1). 24.) 

EmcrPency Preparedness Around the Ranch0 Seco Nuclear Power Plant: 
A Case Study ( p. 25.) 

Emergencybparedness Around Nuclear Facilities (Testimony) ( p. 25.) 

NRC’S Program for Licensing Nuclear Power Plant Operators (lx 26.) 

Areas Around Nuclear Facilities Should Be Better Prepared for Radio- 
&ical Emergencies (p. 26.) 

Iiigher Penalties Could Deter Violations of Nuclear Regulations (1). 28.) 

Reporting IJnscheduled Events at Commercial Nuclear Facilities: Opp~ 
tunities To Improve Nuclear Regulatory Commission Oversight (p. 28.) 
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Nuclear Environment, 
IIealth, and Saf’t?ty: 

1-1-11---- 
Environment and Workers Could _.... I- _--. l.._---.l_---.- ____ --.--A.- Be. netter Protected at Ohio Defense ---.- 
I’lants ( 1). 29. ) _ _. _.._. 2. 

IX)IC’S Safety and Ilealth Ove&ht Program At Nuclear Facilities Could ._ .._. ..-._ -.__- ._._. - _.-- --..-..-- -- -- I_ -_---- __ 
!.!(~~~~~~~gt~(~.~~-~~ ( 1). :jo. ) 

I.)ccommissioning Retired Nuclear Reactors at Hanford Reservation ._ _ ..-_.-__ _- .-_--_ _. -_.l_l~-- --~----... 
(1). :{I.) 

Actions Being Taken to IIelp Reduce Occupational Radiation Exposure _.- .._.. ----.--.-L-- .“I~- I-_-_--- - -_ -- 
,& .$!.rmj.~;j.al Nuclear Power Plants ( p, 32.) ---- 

Clcaninf! 1 Jp Nuclear Facilities: An Aggressive and Unified Federal Pro- _ _..... -...--- - _- _.__ - .._ -~ 
#pm Is Needed (1). 32.) -.__---.-- 

lsctter C)versight Needed for Safety and Health Activities at I)OK’S _. ._ _ _ --.---- -_--~-.- 
Nuclear Facilities ( p. :M. ) 

GAO’s Rosponsc to 1)C)E’s Comments on r2M1)-81-108,, “Better Oversight ._._. -._-- --_--- 
N(vhdcd for Safety and IIealth Activities at DOE’S Nuclear Facilities” “I ..L ._.. .:. ._ _- .._.._. _“. _.- .__-. 
( 1). :14. ) 

(Il~~,g~~~~s.Shl!uld Increase Financial Protection to the Public From Acci- 
!!~,!~~~,~~~~!-!,2!2!~..Nuclcar Operations ( 1). 35. ) 

lk!t,t,er Oversight Needed for Safety and Health Activities at r)m -._ _--“.-... _. ...I .__l_-__l --- 
cJ.!Mi?~r: Facilities (p, 36J 

IVoblcms in Assessing the Cancer Risks of Low-Level Ionizing Radiation l,l__“l_, I_” ._._- -_.--_-- -- 
“E.XP!“?Sl~~ (.P. 37.) 

b 

.T[l$ D~~)art;ment of Energy’s Safety and Health Program for Enrichment 
I’lant Workers Is Not AdequatelyImplemented (p. 38J .--.._-_-.--..--__- 

~)c?commissioning and Dismantling of the 100-F Reacto_J: (p. 39.) 

-- ..- _ __-.- -___ -- --_- 

Oversight of Quality Assurance at Nuclear Power Plants Needs Improve- I- ._..,- --_-- -- 
mcnt (C;AO/ItC:EI)-$~j-41) (01/23/86) 

GAO reviewed the NRC’S efforts to (1) identify declining performance 
trends in the operation of nuclear power plants that indicate the need 
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-.--__---. --. 
for corrective action by utilities; and (2) require utilities to upgrade 
quality assurance programs when deficiencies a.re observed. 

GA(.) found that NRC assessments have provided the agency and utilities 
with a useful perspective on the total operational effectiveness of 
nuclear power plants; however, they are limited in scope and could be 
more useful in promoting early detection of utility ma.nagement weak- 
nesses if the agency expanded the analyses and the way the assessment 
reports are used. In addition, GAO found that (1) NW decisions to require 
12 utilities to upgrade their management capabilities and performance 
generally followed either numerous inspection violations or equipment 
failures; (2) these decisions were not made on a consistent basis because 
of the discretionary authority granted to regional offices and lack of cri- 
teria to mandate improvement programs or document why they are not 
warranted; (3) NRC could improve the use of the individual assessment 
reports which identify utility management weaknesses by analyzing the 
results of the assessments over a number of years; and (4) NRC could 
gain a more accurate picture of how well a utility operates its nuclear 
plants by including plant operating data and reports of safety or oper- 
ating incidents in its periodic assessments. 

GAO recommended that the Chairman, NRC (1) establish assessment- 
related criteria that, when met, would require the agency to either man- 
date a utility management improvement program or document the rea- 
sons why such a program is not warranted; (2) routinely analyze 
historical assessment results and discuss marginal and declining per- 
formance trends in individual assessment reports; (3) expand the infor- 
mation considered in periodic assessments to include readily available 
data on trends in nuclear power plant operating performance; and (4) 
include in the agency’s overall assessment of a utility’s quality program 
and administrative controls performance the results of its assessments 
in the other nine technical areas. 

Process for Backfitting Changes in Nuclear Plants IIas Improved (c;no/ 
~~~-86-27) (12/24/85) 

GAO commented on (1) a backfitting process NRC uses to require modifi- 
cations at operating nuclear power plants; (2) the effect of those actions 
on selected facilities; and (3) improvements that should be made. 

GAO found that individual units of NRC’S decentralized staff had raised 
safety concerns that utilities believed must be met as a condition for 
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obtaining approval to operate their plants; however, NIZC did not per- 
form detailed analyses of the resulting benefits and costs or determine 
whether the changes would provide substantial additional protection. 
GAO found that, in 1981, NRC took steps to better manage backfitting by 
(1) creating a senior management committee to review those backfits 
that apply to several or all plants; (2) developing another management 
system for backfits that apply to features unique to one plant; and (3) 
requiring documented analyses of the estimated safety benefits and 
costs of proposed backfits. Although the NRC staff followed the new 
processes in imposing some new requirements, other backfits occurred 
outside of the established systems. GAO found that, in order to: (1.) elimi- 
nate the disagreement over what constitutes backfitting, NRC needs to 
define more precisely what it means by backfitting; (2) ensure that 
backfits receive appropriate senior management review, NRC should not 
require utilities to comply with new or modified regulations or staff 
positions unless they are imposed by a designated NRC official on the 
basis of documented analyses demonstrating that they provide a sub- 
stantial increase in protection; and (3) have effective management of 
backfits, NRC should periodically assess the performance of its managers 
and staff in adhering to the new backfit rule and management systems. 

GAO recommended that the NRC Chairman revise the agency’s plant-spe- 
cific backfitting procedures to explicitly state that (1) the NRC staff are 
responsible for identifying and processing, in accordance with the plant- 
specific backfitting procedures, all new or amended plant-specific posi- 
tions taken by the staff, and (2) to qualify as a plant-specific backfit, the 
technical basis for a new or revised staff position taken must be unique 
to a specific plant or plant location. 

Jnternational Response to Nuclear Power Reactor S&y Concerns (GAO/ 

NMAr,-8Fi-lti%) (~~9/3()/85) 
* 

GAO assessed the information that is available as to the extent and seri- 
ousness of nuclear safety problems in other countries and what is being 
done internationally to help countries address these problems. 

According to IAEA a multilateral organization with a current membership 
of 112 countries, the overall nuclear safety record during the years has 
generally been good. However, there have been significant and poten- 
tially significant incidents involving the safety of nuclear power reac- 
tors in other countries. Many countries, under some future 
circumstances, may not be able to respond adequately to an accident at 
their nuclear facilities. 
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Through the IAEA and/or the Nuclear Energy Agency, an organization 
comI~osed of 24 industrialized countries, efforts have been initiated to 
develop safety standards or guidelines, exchange information, conduct 
research, and provide training and expert assistance to help improve 
nucicar safety. The NIX also has negotiated bilateral nuclear safety 
arrangements with 21 countries. 

The 1 Jnit,ed States has been participating in multilateral and bilateral 
efforts to strengthen international nuclear safety. The Soviet IJnion has 
agreed to participate in the IAEA incident reporting system. IIowever, the 
1 Jnited States has reservations about joining. Hefore the IJnited States 
agrees to join, I J.S. officials want assurance that these countries will 
fully share information. These officials believe it would not be equitable 
for the IJnited States to provide results of costly analytical work to the 
Soviet IJnion without getting something in return. Also, 1J.S. officials 
want. to avoid potential duplication between the IAEA and the Nuclear 
l+;norgy Agency systems. 

The international community has been reluctant to agree in advance on 
a legal framework for providing assistance to one another in the event 
of a serious mlclear accident, contenting themselves with the develop- 
ment of non-binding guidelines. 

[!~~!e.~uclear Regulatory Commission Should Report on Progress in ~___ 
Implementing Lessons Learned From the Three Mile Island Accident -.- --. _.-- 
( (;Ao/H(.:EI)-85-72) (07/ 19/85) 

GAO reviewed the NRC implementation of the TM1 Action Plan to improve 
the operation and regulation of commercial nuclear facilities and the 
progress made by utility companies that operate nuclear power plants. 

GAO found that ( 1) most of the work on the Action Plan has been com- 
pleted; (2) NRC assigned a higher priority to items considered to have the 
greatest potential for improving safety in the shortest time and at the 
lowest, cost; and (3) utilities have completed 84 percent of the Action 
Plan tasks at the 51 plants where information was obtained. GAO noted 
that ( 1) NRC does not plan to complete 20 of the 31 tasks because it, con- 
sidered the tasks to be low in priority; and (2) NRC merged the incom- 
plete Action Plan tasks with generic issues into one management system 
which replaced the Action Plan as a current statement of the actions 
necessary to improve nuclear power plant operations and regulation. 
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GAO also found that ( 1) the consolidation of all safety issues was reason- 
able because it allowed NRC: to focus its work on the issues most impor- 
tant to safety regardless of how the issues were identified; (2) NRC has 
moved away from tracking the Action Plan; and (3) NRC should publicly 
report on the accomplishments of the plan and show how incomplete 
tasks will be pursued and reported on under the new management 
system. 

GAO recommended that, to inform Congress on utilities’ and NRC progress 
in implementing the 'I'M1 Action Plan, the Chairman, NRC, should report 
to Congress a one-time, item-by-item accounting of the 176 items listed 
in the Action Plan. 

Probabilistic Risk Assessment: An Emerging Aid to Nuclear Power PlanJ 
Sgf&f&y&egulation (GAO/WED-85-l 1) (06/19/85) 

In response to a congressional request, GAO reported on (1) the state of 
the art of I% (2) whether NRC’S use of 1~4 appears reasonable consid- 
ering its staff’s experience and training; and (3) whether NRC adequately 
considers the potential problems and disadvantages of this method of 
analysis. 

GAO has found that many improvements have been made in PI\IA method- 
ology since it was first used in 1975; however, uncertainties remain 
because a PIZA identifies and assigns probabilities to nuclear accident 
events that rarely occur. The uncertainties also reflect the incomplete 
knowledge about plant systems, human behavior, accident processes, 
the off-site consequences of accidents, and how external events can 
cause accidents. Therefore, due to insufficient and unreliable data, ana- 
lysts may make poor assumptions, and computer models may not be 
realistic. 

NRC uses 1’1ti to analyze (1) nuclear power plants and plant systems; (2) 
related regulations and safety issues; and (3) the estimated costs and 
benefits of alternative regulatory actions. Although the use of I’M is 
costly and time-consuming, increased staff and contractor training and 
experience have made its use timely and reasonable. However, NRC 
should not use the numerical risk estimates as the sole or primary basis 
for regulatory decisions and should use I’RA to supplement its more 
traditional analytical and engineering methods. 

Better Inspection Management Would Improve Oversight of Operating 
Nuclear I’lants (GAO/I~ZCED-86-5)(04/24/85) 
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GAO reviewed the NRC management of its operating nuclear power plant 
inspection program, including (1) the NRC response to investigative find- 
ings concerning the ‘I’M1 accident in 1979; (2) documentation for inspoc- 
tion program policies and procedures; and (3) the design and 
management, of the inspection program. To oversee nuclear power plant, 
oI)eru.t,ions, NM: maintains resident inspectors at each plant to observe 
daily OJJt!ratiOns and uses regional inspectors to perform specialized 
inspcwth-i functions. 

(;A() found that ( 1) many of the NRC inspection personnel and utility offi- 
cials wrvcyod believe tha.t the inspection program has improved since 
the ‘I’M1 accident,; and (2) most of the individuals surveyed believe that 
iitilities comply with federal regulations and that the inspection pro- 
gram ensures safe nuclear plant operations. However, GAO also found 
that, ( 1) despite increasing inspection requirements, the average annual 
insI)ection time per plant decreased in 1983; (2) about 40 percent of the 
inspectors surveyed believe that they do not have enough time to ensure 
compliance with regulations; and (3) most survey respondents believe 
that, KM: should increase its inspection resources. 

In addition, GAO found that the effectiveness of the inspection program 
is not, as high as it should be because NRC does not (1) use utility 
industry reports of plant operating experiences to refine inspection pro- 
cedures or identify needs to readjust inspection priorities; (2) correlate 
inspection procedures with functional areas identified in annual power 
I~lant, performance assessments; or (3) use evaluations prepared by utili- 
ties and INPO in inspection program planning. Finally, GAO found that ( 1) 
some NIX: inspection procedures are nebulous and need revision; (2) 
many inspectors believe that they have not received certain mandatory 
training designed to increase their familiarity with industry standards; 
and (3) inspectors do not always receive required training because of 
heavy workloads and inadequate resources. 

GAO made 1 1 recommendations aimed at improving the NIX operating 
nuclear reactor inspection program. 

Na!!age~~!~.~t;-W~aknesses Affect Nuclear Regulatory Commission Efforts 
to i\rldrcss Safety Issues Common to Nuclear Power Plants (GAO/IKXI)- “l”l. I” . ..- -.“.” _ -- 
84- 149 ) ( 09/ 19/84) 

(;A() examined NRC’S efforts to address safety issues common to nuclear 
I~owcr plants and determined if NRC has corrected earlier management 
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weaknesses highlighted in investigation reports of the March 1979 acci- 
dent at, ‘WI prepared by a Presidential Commission, NM;, and others. 

(:A() found that NW has increased the rate at which it develops regula- 
tory solutions for safety issues. This more vigorous pace, however, has 
been overshadowed by the identification of new issues from the TMI acci- 
dent and other sources. As a result, a larger backlog of unresolved issues 
exists now than before the accident. GAO also found that NHC has 
improved its methods for identifying safety issues and determining their 
importance to safety. NHC does not, however, have sufficient manage- 
ment controls in place to ensure resolution of issues and implementation 
of appropriate changes to affected nuclear plants and to NKC'S regula- 
tory procedures in a timely manner. 

GAO recommended that the Congress may wish to amend the Energy 
Reorganization Act of 1974 to (1) expand current reporting require- 
ments to include all safety-related generic issues assigned a high-priority 
ranking, and (2) require that the NHC annual report summarize the total 
number of generic issues identified, resolved, implemented, and fixed. 
(;A() also made 12 recommendations to the Chairman, NW, aimed at 
strengthening NIX’S efforts to address safety issues common to nuclear 
power plants. 

further Actions Needed to Improve Emergency Preparedness Around 
Nuclear Power Plants (~~o/RCEtb84-43) (08/01/84) 

(;A() reported on the adequacy of federal, state, and local offsite emer- 
gency planning and preparedness for mitigating the consequences of a 
nuclear power plant accident. 

GAO concluded that, although progress has been made since the TM1 acci- yr 
dent in 1979, more can and should be done. GAO found that state and 
local emergency preparedness plans have been developed and tested for 
all 54 operating nuclear power plant sites, and 24 of these have met the 
federal criteria and have been approved by FEMA. The reasons that the 
remaining plans have not been approved relate to their not meeting fed- 
eral criteria, some local communities not fully participating in the emer- 
gency planning process, and the difficulty some state and local 
governments have experienced in obtaining funding for emergency plan- 
ning and preparedness. In addition, GAO found that improvements are 
needed in the exercises conducted to test the adequacy of state and local 
planning and preparedness. FEMA and the NKC rely on states and utilities 
to plan preparedness tests, but FEMA does not verify the compliance of 
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preparedness plans with federal criteria, and it does not have an 
agencywide tracking system for ensuring that deficiencies are identified. 
Finally, GAO found that agencies need to provide better guidance to state 
and local governments for developing state and local emergency 
preparedness plans, and that the federal response plan for nuclear 
power plant emergencies can be improved by providing for more cen- 
tralized federal agency control and coordination. 

GAO recommended that the Congress may wish to consider whether 
stronger central control of the federal response to a nuclear power plant 
emergency is needed to improve federal coordination in such an emer- 
gency. GAO pointed out that if such central control is to be established, 
any proposed legislation would need to designate a federal agency to 
exercise the control. GAO also stated that the proposed legislation should 
also provide the controlling agency the authority to require periodic 
exercises of the federal response plan in each region in conjunction with 
state and local exercises, GAO also made 12 recommendations aimed at 
improving emergency preparedness around nuclear power plants. 

Nuclear Safety Research Responsiveness to Regulatory Needs and Coor- 
dination (GAO/HClcD-84- 15) (1 l/ 15/83) 

Pursuant to a congressional request, GAO evaluated the relationship of 
the NHC'S nuclear safety research program to its regulatory process and 
how NKC and IXE delineate and coordinate their respective research 
responsibilities to preclude unnecessary duplication. 

NW and IX)E have overlapping research and development responsibilities 
for light-water reactor safety research, advanced reactors, and nuclear 
waste management and, although their respective research has different 
purposes, it involves the same technologies. GAO found that coordination 
between the agencies has occurred. In its program plan for light-water 
reactor safety research and development, DOE included NIX staff mem- 
bers in the 10 working groups it established to define research needs, 
and DOE and NW have implemented an interagency agreement with spe- 
cific coordinating techniques to be used in nuclear waste management. 
These techniques have helped keep DOE, NRC, and their contractors 
aware of the two agencies’ research efforts. Nevertheless, some inten- 
tional duplication of research efforts has occurred. GAO believes that NKC 

needs to conduct some research which duplicates the DOE efforts to 
ensure that its independence is not compromised. 

Y 
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NIX: Needs Alternative to Mandatory--Relocation for Maintaining Objec- -__..---~-___ 
t$viviy~of Resident Inspectors (GAO/IKEL)-84-37) (1 l/02/83) 

GAO evaluated the NHC’S policy of relocating its resident inspectors at 
least every 5 years. 

Because NM; has estimated that resident inspectors will incur financial 
losses due to relocation, it has requested legislative authority to pay 
them higher relocation allowances than federal employees are generally 
provided. Since some residents are approaching the end of their S-year 
duty tours, NIX has authorized the heads of five regional offices to rec- 
ommend extensions of duty tours beyond 5 years pending resolution of 
the financial hardship issue. GAO believes that periodic movement of the 
inspectors enhances their objectivity; however, mandatory relocation 
may impair the overall quality of the NW inspection program by causing 
experienced residents to resign rather than relocate. Moreover, since 
residents require from 1 to 2 years to fully acquaint themselves with a 
nuclear power plant, relocation every 5 years means that, in the short 
run, residents will spend a significant portion of their assignments at 
less than full proficiency. Although NKC presently has only limited 
means to measure the objectivity of resident inspectors, it has concluded 
that loss of objectivity has generally not occurred. GAO believes that 
there is a better way than mandatory relocation for NRC to help ensure 
objectivity in view of the uncertainty that NRC will obtain legislative 
authority to pay higher relocation allowances and the risk that many 
residents may resign. 

GAO recommended that the Chairman, NHC (1) encourage, but not man- 
date, periodic relocations while retaining NIX management’s prerogative 
of relocating individual residents when management determines that it 
is in the best, interests of NRC; and (2) use alternative measures to assess I 
inspector objectivity. 

Emergency Preparedness Around Nuclear Power Plants (Testimony) . ..- -.... “-l_ -_*,_.I II--- -“__.I- 
(,08/02/83) 

GAO discussed federal, state, and local emergency planning and 
preparedness for nuclear power plant accidents. GAO believes that, since 
the 1979 TMI accident, a good deal of progress has been made by federal, 
state, and local authorities as well as utility companies in planning for 
offsite responses to power plant emergencies. However, GAO found that 
(1) while substantial progress has been made in developing offsite 
preparedness plans around operating sites, concern remains as to 
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whether the resources and public awareness are adequate to properly 
execute these plans; (2) additional federal guidance is needed to improve 
statt! and local response capabilities; and (3) much remains to be done to 
achitrvo a coordinated federal response strategy to deal with power 
plant; accidents. E'ISMA formally approved planning and preparedness at 
18 of the 53 operating sites, but it concluded that planning and 
preparedness are still insufficient to warrant its approval at the 35 
remaining sites. The FEMA process for evaluating and approving state 
and local planning and preparedness involves reviewing plans for com- 
pliance with federal criteria and testing plans in annual exercises. How- 
cvcr, this process has not always provided consistent and reliable 
results, and FEMA is initiating action to correct the process’ deficiencies. 

Additional Improvements Needed in Physical Security at Nuclear Power -~.~--- --.-.--_- 
Plants ((~;no/K(:IsI)-83-141) (07/13/83) 

GAO reviewed the NHC performance of its regulatory responsibilities for 
ensuring the adequacy of physical security at commercial nuclear power 
plants. The review focused on recommendations made in a 1977 report 
( GAC)/ICM~-~~-~~), with an overall objective of evaluating the vulnera- 
bility of nuclear power plants to attempted acts of sabotage. 

GAO found that many of the weaknesses noted in the earlier report have 
been corrected and that physical security systems at commercial nuclear 
power plants have been substantially improved. However, there are 
areas where further improvements in security can be made. First, while 
NKC regulations require all power plants to protect against the threat of 
sabotage from internal sources, NRC has not established criteria for 
ensuring the integrity of nuclear power plant employees. Second, some 
licensees and NKC officials believe that certain physical security require- 
ments arc in conflict with the safety of nuclear power plants. NRC is con- 
sidering actions aimed at addressing both of these areas: (1) NKC staff is 
working on a proposed personnel screening requirements rule which is 
designed to establish a standard on the reliability and trustworthiness of 
plant employees; and (2) NKC established a safety review committee to 
address that issue. 

Emergency Preparedness Around Nuclear Power Plants (Testimony) 06/ 
OS/t%) 

GAO discussed the status of federal, state, and local emergency planning 
and preparedness to deal with nuclear power plant accidents. In a 1979 
report (C;AO/KMI)-~~~ 1 lo), GAO recommended that the NRC allow nuclear 
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power plants to begin operation only where state and local emergency 
response plans contain all of these essential planning elements. GAO also 

recommended that NRC require license applicants to make agreements 
with state and local agencies requiring their full participation in annual 
emergency exercises over the life of the facility. NRC disagreed with the 
GM.) recommendations, but public and congressional debate continues 
over whether NRC should have such a policy. Although progress has 
been made in emergency planning and preparedness since the TMI acci- 

dent, many states and communities with nuclear power plants are still 
not adequately prepared to respond to an emergency. FE:MA formally 
approved planning and preparedness at 18 of the 53 operating sites, but 
it concluded that planning and preparedness are still insufficient to war- 
rant its approval at the 35 remaining sites. In addition, the FEMA process 

for evaluating state and local preparedness planning has not always 
produced consistent and reliable results. Therefore, added pressure is 
placed on NRC to promptly consider, balance, and resolve the relevant 
health and safety, economic, and political issues. 

Hesponse to Specific Questions on the Indian Point Probabilistic Safety 
!T%UT%U~ (c;~o/rzc:~r,-83-158) (05/24/83) 

Pursuant to a congressional request, GAO reviewed the reliance placed on 
1%~ techniques by the NRC. Particular emphasis was placed on the safety 
assessments performed at the Indian Point nuclear power plants located 
close to New York City. 

GAO stated that the Indian Point IXA is a comprehensive assessment 
which evaluates plant systems performance, the ability of the plant to 
contain radioactivity, and the consequences of potential accidents. 
While many analysts consider the Indian Point PRA to be the state-of-the- 
art in risk assessment, it suffers from the same fundamental problems 
as all MU’S: uncertainty and incomparability of results. Also, GAO con- 

yr 

eluded that, although the study identified the dominant contributors to 
risk, it did not identify the precise level of risk from operating the 
Indian Point nuclear power plants. 

P~~blerns and Delays Overshadow NRC'S Initial Success in Improving 
Reactor Operators’ Capabilities (GAO/RCED-83-J) (12/ 15/82) 

GAO discussed NRC actions to improve reactor capabilities which were 
found deficient by numerous investigations following the 'I'M1 accident, 
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GAO found that, within 2 years of the TMI accident, NRC required and 
utilities implemented several interim actions to improve and strengthen 
the training and qualifications of reactor operators and other key con- 
trol room personnel. GAO believes that in the short term these actions 
resulted in improved safety at nuclear power plants, After initial actions 
were taken, NRC efforts in this area began to lose momentum and imple- 
mentation problems and delays started to occur. The impact of the NRC 
implementation problems may have been lessened by INPO, which 
assumed a leadership role in assuring that the capabilities of control 
room personnel were improved in accordance with the NRC, TMI Action 
Plan. INPO is currently performing the first step of the long-term NRC: pro- 
gram, a generic position task analysis for key personnel, and eventually 
plans to complete many programs similar to long-term NRC actions which 
are currently behind schedule. NRC is monitoring INPO work and is 
revising its schedule for completion of tasks to correspond with INIT) 

timeframes. 

GAO recommended that the Chairman, NRC, develop a specific agreement 
for coordinating NRC and INFO activities related to operator training and 
qualification and review all revised training programs developed by the 
utilities, correct any deficiencies before approving the programs for 
implementation, and audit the implementation of these programs within 
1 year from the date of implementation. 

Three Mile Island: The Most Studied Nuclear Accident in History (GAO/ 
EMD-I)~-109)(09/09/80) 

GAO reviewed eight investigative reports prepared by a Presidential 
Commission, NRC, and others on the nuclear accident at TMI. Most investi- 
gators agreed that the accident was caused by a combination of factors, 
including equipment malfunctions, inadequate operator training, poor 
designs, and inadequate operating and emergency procedures. Many of b 

these deficiencies had been known by the NRC for some time, but most 
were not considered important in view of the NRC strategy for reactor 
licensing and design. The practices, procedures, and attitudes of NRC 

were challenged to such an extent that a major reorganization and 
restructuring of the agency was recommended. 

The investigations varied in depth and comprehensiveness but were gen- 
erally consistent. GAO endorses the President’s reorganization plan, 
which would greatly expand the management role and authority of the 
Chairman but leave the Commissioners responsible for setting policy 
and providing the operational framework. NRC has taken or planned 
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action on the recommendations which included establishing safety goals, 
making power plant standardization mandatory, improving the role of 
the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards, and providing funding 
and legal counsel to public groups or individuals intervening in licensing 
proceedings. However, little progress has been made on establishing 
goals and criteria which describe what level of safety and nuclear regu- 
lation is enough. GAO endorses a provision in the 1981 authorizing legis- 
lation, which directs NRC to develop a proposed safety goal for nuclear 
reactor regulation. 

NW needs to develop some systematic way to increase its participation 
in important licensing and regulatory decisions. GAO favors options that 
increase the Commissioners’ role in the licensing and adjudication pro- 
cess, while retaining the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Hoard and 
its basic agency responsibilities. Many long-term and important actions 
to improve specific design and operating problems are yet to be com- 
pleted by NRC. GAO endorses the proposed creation of a special Nuclear 
Safety Oversight Committee and believes that NRC should submit annual 
reports to Congress on its progress in implementing action plans. 

Analysis of the Price-Anderson Act (GAO/EMD-80-80) (O8/ 18/8O) 

GAO conducted an analysis of the Price-Anderson Act (42 IJSC. 2210), 
which governs offsitc nuclear accident liability. The Act was designed to 
encourage private industry to participate in the nuclear industry by 
assisting it with the costs of liability anticipated in the case of a nuclear 
accident. Recovery to accident victims is available through common law 
liability, coverage by private insurance, and government indemnifica- 
tion (reimbursement). Licensees must maintain financial security 
against offsite liability for a nuclear accident in an amount equal to that 
available through private insurance. Liability beyond this amount would 
bo assumed by the federal government up to a limit of $560 million per A 

incident. 

The Act is fulfilling its intended purpose of providing financial protec- 
tion to the public and the nuclear industry in the event of a nuclear acci- 
dent,. The Act should be retained in its basic form, but certain provisions 
should be revised. The limit on liability should be realistically defined, 
and the layers of financial coverage that compose the limit on liability 
should be reassessed. The premiums charged utilities in the event of a 
nuclear accident and the federal government indemnity could be revised 
upward. 
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<;A(> recommended that the Chairman, NRC, define a more realistic limit 
on public liability, reassess the premium charged utilities in the event of 
a nuclear accident, and reassess the federal government indemnity. If it 
is determined that some revisions to the Act are in order, the Chairman 
should also submit a legislative proposal to the Congress outlining these 
revisions. 

Do Nuclear Regulatory Commission Plans Adequately Address Regula- 
&ry Deficiencies Highlighted by the Three Mile Island Accident‘? (GAO/ 

lSMI)-80-76) (05/27/80) 

As a result of the numerous studies concerning the accident at TMI, NIIC 

drafted the TMI Action Plan. Through the plan, NRC is implementing a 
massive program to upgrade safety at nuclear power plants. The 
planned actions seem appropriate for this purpose. However, because 
the program is in its infancy, success or failure cannot be determined at 
this time. It appeared that NW is stretching its resources very thinly and 
placing major dependency on industry and other organizations. Budget 
rescissions, another major accident, or future NRC-mandated responsibil- 
itics could have a major impact on the successful completion of the 
program. 

GAO sanctioned the creation of the Nuclear Safety Oversight Committee 
to oversee the NRC activities and assess the progress being made to 
implement the recommendations of the President’s Commission on the 
Accident at Three Mile Island. The Committee will have five members 
from outside the federal government and its own technical staff and 
appropriations. Such independence is needed to insure compliance with 
important ‘I’M1 recommendations and to guarantee that progress is made 
toward improving reactor safety. Because NHC has depended greatly on 
the nuclear industry, the Nuclear Safety Oversight Committee should 
pay particular attention to how well the industry responds. If, in the 
Committee’s opinion, the response is not adequate, NI~C should be 
required to reevaluate its role in seeing that, the Action Plan tasks are 
properly implemented. 

GAO recommended that NRC periodically report to the Congress on its 
progress in implementing the Action Plan, specifically providing the 
status of each action compared to the original plan. If NI2C does not agree 
with the recommendation, congressional oversight committees should 
consider formally requesting periodic reports pursuant to the 
recommendation. 
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Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1980 (Testimony) (04/29/80) 

The GAO views on the President’s plan for reorganizing the NRC: and the 
pertinent findings, conclusions, and recommendations of a *January 1980 
GAO report (GAO/EMD~@~~) as they relate to the reorganization plan 
were discussed. GAO believed that the overall NRC regulatory perform- 
ance during its first 5 years has been complacent because NRC: has failed 
to provide leadership and direction to the NRC staff, the nuclear 
industry, and the public. The Commissioners did not ( 1) establish moa- 
surable regulatory goals, objectives, and systems for measuring per- 
formance; (2) control regulatory policymaking; and (3) clearly define 
either their own role in nuclear regulation or the role of the Executive 
Director for Operations. From its analysis, GAO concluded that,, if the 
Commission organization were to be retained, the Chairman’s role 
should be strengthened to improve the efficiency of the daily NRC rogula- 
tory operations and that the commission form is superior for deciding 
nuclear regulatory policy issues. 

GAO believed the Reorganization Plan under consideration addressed the 
concerns expressed in its report in that it allows NRC to concentrate on 
developing meaningful and measurable regulatory goals and objectives 
to guide the Chairman and the NRC staff. However, individual Commis- 
sioners have expressed concerns about the plan with regard to the 
authority given to the Chairman, their continued access to information, 
and their ability to hold the Chairman accountable for his actions. While 
GAO recognized that the administration’s Reorganization Plan could not 
be changed unless the administration chose to amend it, we believed 
that the plan could be further improved by amending it to take into con- 
sideration concerns of the NRC Commissioners in the areas of nomina- 
tions and appointments of key staff officials. 

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission: More Aggressive I.,eader$b@ 
Needed (GAO/END-80-17) @l/15/80) 

In response to congressional directive, GAO reviewed and audited NRC’S 

performance regulating nuclear activities during the first 5 years of its 
existence. The NRC regulates the nation’s commercial nuclear power pro- 
gram and other nuclear activities. Concern over the future of nuclear 
power has reached crisis proportions, and the NRC will need to establish 
a foundation of public and industry confidence in its regulatory ability if 
nuclear power is to survive the crisis. GAO believes that NRC Commis- 
sioners need to provide leadership and direction, set measurable goals, 
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evaluate progress and performance, take control of regulatory poli- 
cymaking, and make the Commission Chairman the agency’s principal 
executive officer in fact as well as in name. 

GAO believes that the NRC Commissioners have failed to take control of 
the Commission, They were not providing leadership and direction to 
the Commission staff, the regulated industry, or the public. They had 
not established measurable goals, objectives, or systems for measuring 
performance. With a few exceptions, the Commissioners had allowed the 
Commission staff to decide when new policies were needed and how 
they should be written, Finally, the Commissioners had not clearly 
defined their roles or that of their executive officer. The lack of leader- 
ship was seen as the major factor contributing to the Commission’s slow, 
indecisive, and cautious performance. It relied too heavily on the poli- 
cies and procedures of its predecessor, the Atomic Energy Commission. 

GAO also considered alternatives to the current organizational form of 
the NRC. GAO found that (1) the single administrator form would elimi- 
nate leadership problems but could lead to abrupt changes in policy with 
changes in administrators; (2) strengthening the current Commission 
would offer the advantage of bringing to bear much deliberation on reg- 
ulatory issues; and (3) separating the Commission into a regulatory poli- 
cymaking commission and a regulatory agency headed by a single 
administrator would take advantage of the strengths of both systems. 

GAO believes the Congress should continue to take an active oversight 
role in monitoring the Commissioners’ progress in implementing GAO rec- 
ommendations. Because of the diversity of opinion among the Commis- 
sioners on the need to clarify and strengthen the roles of the 
Commission Chairman and the Executive Director for Operations, and 
whether or not legislation is needed to accomplish this, Congress should 
pay particular attention to this important aspect of strengthening the 
Commission. 

GAO also recommended that the Commissioners develop measurable 
Commission goals, objectives, and systems for evaluating performance 
in meeting the goals and objectives; elevate policymaking activities to 
the Commissioner level; and define the Commission Chairman’s 
authority and duties as the Commission’s principal executive officer; 
and place the Executive Director for Operations in charge of staff-level 
day-to-day operations. If necessary to implement this recommendation, 
the Commissioners should seek appropriate legislation from Congress. 
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(GAO/EMD-80-28) ( l1/ 16/7Q) 

The nuclear industry and the NRC have complementary responsibilities 
in assuring the safe operation of commercial nuclear power plants. In 
the past, regional NRC inspectors traveled from five offices to inspect 
nuclear reactor sites and other facilities. About 25 percent of the 
regional inspector’s time was spent on-site, and the balance of the time 
was spent in regional offices preparing for and evaluating inspections. 
In &me 1974, a Z-year trial program was begun in which inspectors 
were assigned to locations at or near nuclear power reactor sites. 

After a study of the program was made in 1977, the Commissioners 
approved the use of resident inspectors and began assigning resident 
inspectors to 20 reactor sites. NRC now believes that there is a need to 
assign more than one resident inspector to some power plant sites. 
I Jnder this concept, NRC plans to increase the number of residents to 174 
by the end of fiscal year 1981. This new system will enable NRC to com- 
pare different reactors and utilities and adjust its inspection methods 
accordingly. The regions can also maintain overall unified management 
and direction. In essence, NRC’s regional and resident inspection 
approaches working together will lead to an overall inspection effort, 
that will be more effective in ensuring nuclear reactor safety. 

GAO recommended that the Chairman of NRC resolve present weaknesses 
by taking the following steps during implementation of the revised 
inspection program: (1) require that resident inspectors perform more 
direct observations than review of records and provide resident inspec- 
tors with more administrative support; (2) define the role of the resident 
inspectors and establish what qualifications and training they need, spe- 
cifically requiring them to have plant-specific training, and a level of 
training comparable with a reactor operator; (3) assign resident inspec- 

yr 

tors to those reactor sites that are most in need of regulatory attention; 
(4) coordinate the interface between the existing regional inspection 
approach and the evolving resident inspection approach; and (5) 
reevaluate and restructure the performance appraisal team and develop 
appropriate goals and measures of effectiveness for its nuclear power 
plant inspection program. 
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Emergency Preparedness Around the Ranch0 Seco Nuclear Power Plant: 
A Case Study (GAO/EMU-79-103) (10/02/79) 

GAO was requested to review the emergency preparedness of the locali- 
ties surrounding the Elancho Seco nuclear power plant near Sacramento, 
California. The nuclear emergency preparedness actions of the Cali- 
fornia Office of Emergency Services, Sacramento and San Joaquin Coun- 
ties, and the Sacramento Municipal Utility District were reviewed. 
Nuelear emergency preparedness was discussed with the emergency 
coordinator of Amador and Calaveras Counties. GAO reviewed NRC emer- 
gency preparedness requirements and evaluated federal agency capabil- 
ities and preparedness to assist in the event of a nuclear accident at 
Ranch0 Seco. 

GAO found that although state and county emergency-response plans 
have been developed for Ranch0 Seco based on NRC criteria, the plans 
have been tested only on a limited basis. State and local authorities 
appear to have adequate coordination with respect to handling nuclear 
emergencies, but local authorities would need state and federal assis- 
tance to handle a major nuclear emergency. While local residents have 
not been routinely informed of evacuation procedures in the event of an 
emergency, several public meetings were held following the TMI incident. 
GAO also found that given the worst possible accident under the worst 
meteorological conditions, not all potentially affected areas would have 
adequate plans. For this type of accident the planning area would 
include 44 counties in California and several in Nevada with an affected 
population of over 8 million people. 

Emergency,x-aredness Around Nuclear Facilities (Testimony) 
(OFi/ 16/r/Q) 

The accident at the TMI nuclear power plant underscores the need for 
sound nuclear emergency preparedness at all government levels. GAO 

testified that since 1973, three federal agencies have had primary plan- 
ning and coordination responsibility for general civil emergency 
preparedness and response: the Federal Preparedness Agency, the 
Defense Civil Preparedness Agency, and the Federal Disaster Assistance 
Administration. IJnder a planned executive order, these three agencies 
will be incorporated into the new FEMA. FEMA brings together the federal 
responsibilities for peacetime and wartime emergency planning. flow- 
ever, the NRC will retain its responsibility for assisting state and local 
governments develop plans for responding to emergencies around 
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nuclear facilities unless IWMA assumes this responsibility through admin- 
istrative action. As the focal point for federal emergency planning and 
preparedness activities, FEMA, not NRC, should make policy and coordi- 
nate radiological emergency response planning as a part of its overall 
emergency planning and preparedness activities. 

NRc’~rarn for LicensinJ Nuclear Power Plant Operators (GAO/EMD- ~- 
79-67) (OFi/ 1 b/79) 

An analysis was made of the NIX'S program for licensing nuclear power 
plant operators. While the principal causes of the nuclear accident are 
tentative, documentation shows that human/operator error has 
occurred at other commercial nuclear power plants. Human error could 
involve errors caused by nuclear facilities’ management, maintenance, 
and other technical personnel who are not required to be licensed by 
NW. Operator error relates only to those personnel who are licensed to 
operate a nuclear reactor. Personnel with various levels of qualifications 
form the organization that operates a commercial nuclear power plant. 
NHC has no minimum eligibility requirements for either type of operator. 
Instead, NIX endorses a standard established by the American Nuclear 
Society pertaining to the selection and training of nuclear power plant 
personnel. In addition to recommendations concerning education and 
experience, the standard states that minimum health requirements shall 
be established for operating personnel. Federal regulations state that an 
applicable operator’s license will be approved if NRC finds among other 
things, the applicant has passed a written examination and operating 
test as prescribed by NRC. NRC recently has acknowledged that its power 
plant operating licensing program needs considerable improvement. 

GAO recommended that NRC and the recently appointed Presidential 
Commission give attention to the specific questions raised in this review. 
Their investigations should take special precautions to assure that the b 
potential for design and other generic weaknesses is not eclipsed by the 
emphasis on human error. 

Areas Around Nuclear Facilities Should Be Better Prepared for Radio- __ .._-. . . ..-A---- .--_ --~-~- 
kQca1 Emergencies (GAO/EMD-78-110) (03/30/79) 

There are 43 states with sizable nuclear facilities but there is only lim- 
ited assurance of adequate protection for workers and nearby residents 
in case of a serious accident. Although most facilities are prepared for 
radiological releases within their boundaries, known deficiencies cast 
doubt on whether the public would be protected should a nuclear release 
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extend to the outside. NRC, r)or), and ME own or regulate all such facili- 
tics in the IJnited States. NRC has the primary responsibility for assisting 
state and local governments in developing emergency response plans 
and requiring the review of state plans to determine the inclusion of 
essential preparedness elements. Although only 10 states have fully 
adequate plans, licensing of nuclear facilities is continuing in the other 
states as well because federal law does not require states to adopt pcace- 
time nuclear emergency plans. 

GAO reported that of the 41 states with some sort of plan, 9 have con- 
ducted full-scale tests, 16 have held partial drills, and the remaining 16 
have not tested their plans. GAO concluded that judging from problems 
found with the plans tested, untested plans would probably be ineffec- 
tive in an emergency situation. In addition, GAO found that around rH)n 
and IHE facilities, emergency preparedness is practically nonexistent 
because of no sense of risk to the community or from fear of violating 
security policies. FEMA has been established to combine the major 
responsibilities for emergency planning and focus state and local emer- 
gency preparedness efforts. 

GA(.) recommended that the FEMA Director assume responsibility for 
making policy for coordination of local radiological emergency response 
planning and broaden planning assistance to state and local govern- 
ments near 1x)1) and DOE facilities. The NRC Chairman and the Secretaries 
of Defense and Energy should require that residents in the vicinity of 
nuclear facilities be fully informed of potential hazards and emergency 
actions, without jeopardizing national security. The NRC Chairman 
should receive state and local emergency plans before approving nuclear 
power plant operations, ensure full participation in annual emergency 
drills, and establish 1 O-mile emergency zones with modified emergency 
plans when necessary. The Secretaries of Defense and Energy should 
require facility commanders and operators to develop agreements with h 

state and local governments delineating each party’s role in case of 
emergencies involving the area outside the facility, and provide for joint 
annual drills. Also, the Secretary of Defense should collaborate with 
states in peacetime emergency planning. Finally, the Secretary of 
Energy should require DOE major facilities to perform comprehensive 
emergency drills at least once per year, test plans in realistically simu- 
lated conditions, and require periodic headquarters review of each 
facility’s emergency plans. 
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Iuhcr PenAti~~&i~!d~$er Violations of NuclearReRulations (GAO/ 

EMI)-79-9) (02/ 16/79) 

The NRC uses civil penalties to enforce its regulations governing the con- 
struction and operation of commercial nuclear facilities and the posses- 
sion, use, and disposal of nuclear materials. NRC requested Congress to 
authorize a raise in penalties for each violation and for all violations 
occurring in a period of 30 consecutive days. Penalty limits are low com- 
pared to amounts authorized for other federal regulatory agencies, con- 
sidering the potential consequences of major violations. 

The present limits on NRC'S authority to impose civil penalties are too 
low for effective use on licensees with large and potentially hazardous 
nuclear operations. NRC civil penalties do not provide these licensees 
with the economic incentives to improve the safety of their operations, 
nor do they promote NRC'S desired image of a tough but fair regulator. 
GAO supports NRC's request for authority to impose larger civil penalties, 
but does not agree with the proposal to limit the penalty for all viola- 
tions in a 30-day period. 

GAC) recommended that Congress increase the civil penalty amount NRC 

can impose for a single violation and eliminate the limitation on the 
amount that can be imposed for all violations in a 30-day period; and 
that the NRC should consolidate into a single policy statement its criteria, 
policies, and procedures for selecting enforcement actions. To aid NRC in 
imposing penalties and projecting its desired image, the Chairman 
should (1) treat each occurrence of a violation of the same requirement 
as a separate violation for the purpose of computing a civil penalty; (2) 
establish procedures to insure that misinterpretations of regulatory 
requirements by licensees are clarified promptly; and (3) establish all 
enforcement criteria, policies, and procedures by rulemaking. 

I&porting IJnscheduled Events at Commercials Nuclear Facilities: Oppo? 
mties to Improve Nuclear Regulatory Commission Oversight (GAO/EMD- 

7% 16:) (0 l/26/79) 

The NRC regulates the construction and operation of nuclear power 
plants and other facilities and the possession, use, and disposal of 
nuclear materials to protect the public from radiation hazards. To 
oversee these activities, NRC relies on information obtained in reports 
from licensees. It uses these reports to (1) identify safety-related inci- 
dents and problems; (2) assist in making safety-related decisions; and 
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(Z3) disseminate information to the public on the nuclear industry’s oper- 
ating experiences. ~120 reviewed NRC’S program for collecting and evalu- 
ating these reports. 

NM: needs to improve its licensee report assessment procedures to better 
assure that it is identifying and acting on all safety-related problems. 
For example, NRC’S review of reported events following its discovery of 
a safety related problem at two operating nuclear power plants revealed 
that; the problem had been widespread for sometime. Better assessment 
procedures may have enabled NRC to identify this problem earlier. 

To provide NIX; with reasonable assurance that it promptly identifies all 
safety-related problems from licensee event and/or incident reports, GAO 
recommended that the NRC Chairman (1) define the scope and frequency 
of required analyses, and documentation and disposition procedures, for 
staff use in assessing licensee event reports; and (2) establish a system 
for controlling and evaluating incident reports with clearly defined 
objectives, responsibilities, requirements for analyses, and administra- 
tive procedures. In addition, event and incident reporting requirements 
should be extended to require (1) uniform surveillance and reporting 
requirements on safety systems and components common to all nuclear 
power plants; (2) nuclear materials licensees using equipment containing 
hazardous radioactive materials to report equipment design deficiencies 
and malfunctions; and (3) medical licencees to report all misadministra- 
tions of patient radiation treatments and radioactive drugs. GAO also 
believes that rulemaking procedures should be used to decide the issue 
of mandating full nuclear industry participation in the industry’s volun- 
tary reliability report system. 

I 
/ _.-I--.~.-.-------_--- --~-~--_~- 

Nuclear Envirmment, Environment and Workers Could Re Better Protected at Ohio Defense .--.---.- .” --.. - -... “_- -._- L-v -.--L-.-.---L-- a 

He&h, and Safety 
J.m~.ntg. (.(~A()/lZ(:Et.)-8fj-tjl) (12/ 13/85) 

Pursuant to a congressional request, GAO reviewed the 1~015’s effective- 
ness in protecting its workers, the community, and the environment at 
three of its defense production facilities. 

GAO noted that (1) in two previous reports (~~o/~MD-81-108 and GAO/ 

1~:rsr&4-Xl), it recommended that DOE develop a system to indepen- 
dently verify environmental monitoring data reported by contractors; 
and (2) MM: did not adopt the recommendation because it believed the 
contractors’ quality assurance programs provided an effective method 
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for ensuring the reliability of data. GAO found that (1) each Ohio con- 
tractor collects, evaluates, and reports its own radioactive air and water 
releases; (2) quality assurance programs help ensure that water and air 
samples arc accurately analyzed but do not verify that data collected 
are adequate; (3) each plant had environmental problems which resulted 
in groundwater, soil, or drinking water contamination; (4) two of the 
plants were not in compliance with hazardous waste laws; and (5) one of 
the plants was not in compliance with state permits because it had not 
completed two of four pollution control projects. GAO also found that (1) 
the contractors did not always follow the DOE radiological monitoring 
guide which recommends that they monitor on- and off-site wells to 
assess environmental impacts of plant operations; (2) DOE did not adopt 
the recommendation that radiological monitoring guides be mandatory 
for all DOE facilities because it believed contractors would lose flexibility 
in designing their monitoring programs; (3) contractors received sizeable 
fees even though FXJ,FI problems existed; and (4) DOE appraisal programs 
were not identifying major EXUI problems. 

GAO recommended that the Secretary of Energy (1) require that radio- 
logical monitoring guides be mandatory for all DOE facilities, and (2) 
develop a coordinated DoE/state/contractor system to verify contractor- 
reported data. 

IX)II:‘S Safety and Health Oversight Program at Nuclear Facilities Could 
He Strengthened (GAO/IKXU-84-50)(11/30/83) 

Pursuant to a congressional request, GAO reexamined the DOE oversight 
of nuclear facilities. Specifically, GAO discussed (1) the extent to which 
findings in a WE task force report corresponded or conflicted with find- 
ings in a previous GAO report (GAO/KCED-81-108); (2) whether recommen- 
dations in a IXW action plan will rectify problems outlined in the GAO 

report; (3) the extent to which the action plan is being implemented; and 
(4) the extent to which recommendations in the prior GAO report have 
been implemented by LK)E. 

GAO found that DOE has implemented many specific improvements in its 
nuclear health and safety program since the prior report. However, defi- 
ciencies still exist, and the organizational placement of the DOE nuclear 
health and safety function has not been addressed. GAO also found that 
its report and the DOE task force report had similar findings on issues 
that were included in both reviews, and no conflicts were apparent. In 
addition, GAO found that the DOE action plan (1) did not address the 
problems identified by GAO with respect to worker protection, nuclear 
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facility safety analyses, and environmental monitoring; (2) recom- 
mended some changes similar to GAO recommendations, including devel- 
oping new radiological emergency preparedness requirements; and (3) 
concluded that the nuclear safety and health function should be placed 
high enough in the ME organization to ensure adequate management 
attention. 

While the plan agreed in concept with elevating the safety and health 
function in the 1~~1s organization, GAO believes that, in effect, the reor- 
ganization was not responsive to either the DOE task force or GAO recom- 
mendations in that regard. GAO found that, while DOE has made some 
improvements in almost all the areas previously reported on, it has not 
fully implemented the GAO recommendations, particularly the recom- 
mendation that, the nuclear safety and health function be elevated 
within the L)OE organization to either a staff function reporting to the 
I Jnder Secretary or the sole responsibility of an Assistant Secretary. 

DecommissioningI2ctired Nuclear Reactors at Hanford Reservation 
( ~AO/HC:ISI)-83- 104) (04/ 1 E/83) 

GAO reported on its concerns about DOE'S ongoing effort to develop a 
strategy for decommissioning eight retired plutonium production reac- 
tors at its Hanford Reservation. 

GAO is concerned that 110~ is not considering two issues which are impor- 
tant to selecting the most appropriate and least costly decommissioning 
strategy. GAO believes that DOE needs to decide (1) the long-term future 
of the Iianford Reservation; and (2) whether Hanford is suitable as a 
permanent disposal site for some of the radioactive wastes which will be 
produced if one or more of the reactors are dismantled. In a prior report 
((;~~)/[1~~1)-79-20), GAO recommended that DOE postpone the dismantling 
of a reactor until such decisions had been reached. GAO recognizes that 

yr 

some of the retired reactors may have deteriorated to the point where 
1x11: needs to select and implement a decommissioning strategy. If IK)~: 
intends to eventually permit access to the facility or to release it to gen- 
eral public use, then it appears appropriate for DOE to dismantle the 
retired reactors and clean up the reactor sites. However, if DOE intends 
that, the facility remain in long-term federal control, a less costly decom- 
missioning strategy may be more appropriate. If Hanford is not an 
acceptable waste disposal site, DOE might incur unnecessary costs of 
temporary waste storage, followed by relocation. Delay in assessing the 
facility’s suitability as a permanent disposal site increases the likelihood 
of more costly storage approaches. 
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Actions Being Taken to Help Reduce Occupational Radiation Exposure 
at Commercial Nuclear Power Plants (GAo/EMn-82-9 1) (08/24/82) 

In response to a congressional request, GAO provided information on 
increases in occupational radiation exposures that are occurring at com- 
mercial nuclear power plants. The report focused on the extent of the 
occupational cxposurc increase, its causes, and what is being done to 
reduce these exposures. 

Workers who operate and maintain commercial nuclear power plants 
are exposed to low doses of radiation. The NRC requires power plant 
operators to monitor occupational radiation exposures and to ensure 
that, exposures are within regulatory limits. NRC regulations also state 
that licensees should maintain exposures as low as reasonably achiev- 
able. While individual exposures have been kept well below the regula- 
tory limit, the collective dose has increased. Three factors have clearly 
contributed to increases in occupational exposures: (1) increased radia- 
tion levels and maintenance due to plant age; (2) modifications required 
by NRC to correct safety problems; and (3) premature failure of major 
plant components. Additionally, the utility practice of spreading expo- 
sures over more workers results in a higher collective dose than would 
occur otherwise. Based on an NW analysis, the greatest single cause for 
weaknesses identified in the area of radiation protection organization 
and management was the generally poor attitude toward radiological 
safety which resulted in utilities providing inadequate staff resources 
and management support. NHC actions to reduce exposure hazards are 
aimed at strengthening radiation protection at the facility level. DOE is 
developing a program to develop practical improvements in the generic 
safety of nuclear power plants. In addition, private industry is looking 
into the causes of and methods to reduce occupational exposures. How- 
ever, it is too early to determine how effective these actions will be. 

Cleaning 17~ Nuclear Facilities: An Aggressive and Unified Federal Pro- 
gram Is Needed (GAO/EMD-82-40) (C)5/25/82) 

GA(.) conducted a review to determine the status of federal efforts and 
activities to correct decommissioning problems identified in a prior 
report (GAO/IsMD-77-46). In addition to following up on the implementa- 
tion of the recommendations for correcting these problems, GAO also 
evaluated how effectively NRC'S, DOE’S, DOD'S, and ISI’A’s decommissioning 
and standard-setting programs were functioning. 
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Nuclear facilities and sites which require or eventually will require 
cleanup or other disposition can be tracked, evaluated, and recorded for 
follow-up action if needed. In the past, nuclear facilities and sites were 
abandoned or decommissioned without adequate documentation of their 
radiological status or even a record of their existence. As a result, fed- 
eral agencies are uncertain about the location or status of some facilities 
and sites tha.t may be in need of decommissioning. NRC, DOE, DOD, and EPA 
are attempting to locate and evaluate the hazards at old, inactive sites. 
I.)espite the problems that inadequate record keeping systems have 
caused federal agencies, only DOE is revising its current record keeping 
system to provide sufficient information on the location and radiological 
condition of its current and future nuclear facilities and sites, Federal 
decommissioning programs have not sufficiently considered and incor- 
porated decommissioning needs during the facility planning and design 
phase. r)oE and NRC are making some progress in developing comprehen- 
sive decommissioning policies which include many of the necessary pro- 
visions. IX)D has not initiated action to develop a comprehensive 
decommissioning policy. Standards prescribing acceptable levels of resi- 
dual radioactive contamination for decommissioned nuclear facilities are 
not expected to be available until mid-1986. EPA is responsible for setting 
these standards but has not done so because it considers their develop- 
ment a low priority. 

GAO made recommendations to the Congress, NRC, DOD, DOE, and EPA for 
improving the cleanup and decommissioning of nuclear facilities. 

l,Wter Oversight Needed for Safety and Health Activities at WE’S 
Nuclear Facilities (GAO/E:MD-81-108s) (04/14/82) - -.... _ -...- _ -.--- *_-- 

Y 
I 

In this report supplement (GAO/EMD-81-108), GAO was asked to determine 
if the NW or some other form of regulation would be preferable to the 
IWE oversight program currently in existence for safety and health mat- 
ters at DGE nuclear facilities. To determine what arrangement would pro- 
vide the best safety and health oversight for these facilities, GAO 
reviewed the four functional program areas: (1) occupational safety; (2) 
emergency preparedness; (3) facility design safety; and (4) environ- 
mental monitoring, 

* 

GAO found that the specific problems noted in the four DUE functional 
program areas warrant immediate corrective action. Some of these pro- 
grams can be corrected by improved management techniques and a 
greater awareness of safety and health oversight. However, the under- 
lying organization problems, a lack of headquarters authority, and the 
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decentralized nature of the program may be the more serious problems 
over the long term. GAC) believes that several alternatives exist for 
improving the oversight at IX)E nuclear facilities. These range from reor- 
ganizing the entire safety and health function within DGE to having 
outside agencies provide safety and health oversight. JZach alternative 
has advantages and disadvantages. One alternative involves the reor- 
ganization of the safety and health organization within DOE. Major 
changes are required in the field/headquarters relationship. The current 
organization offers great potential for conflict between programmatic 
and safety and health activities. To increase program uniformity and to 
isolate field safety and health staff from program activities, DOE should 
reorganize those field organizations involved in safety and health over- 
sight to report directly and exclusively to the elevated safety and health 
organization at headquarters. IK)E has plans for establishing a separate 
reactor safety organization. However, it will be established at the same 
level as the existing program and GAO believes that it will do little to 
enhance the independence or authority of the DOE: safety and health 
oversight program. 

GAO’s Kesponse,to DOE’S Comments on EMD-81-108, “Better Oversight 
p+&eded for Safety and Health Activities at DOE’S Nuclear Facilities” 
((;Ao/IsMt.,-82-:1Ci) (0 l/27/82) 

GAO responded to DOE’s criticisms of report GAO/EMD-81-108 in which GAO 
recommended major changes in the safety and health oversight program 
at IK)E contractor-operated facilities. GAO suggested that the Congress 
consider legislation to require NRC to review the safety of a number of 
facilities, including several defense-related activities. DOE criticized the 
report on the grounds that (1) GAO misunderstood the DOE approach to 
safety and health; (2) NW lacks technical expertise in technology associ- 
ated with IWP: production nuclear reactors and operations; (3) the high 
cost of a review and evaluation by NRC would not provide a commensu- I 

rate benefit; and (.4) NRC oversight of this facet of DOE defense responsi- 
bilities could seriously interfere with national security. 

GAO replied that (1) DOE believes that safety and health is the responsi- 
bility of the contractor, but GAO found that the safety and health per- 
sonnel at IX)K field offices lack the independence to effectively 
implement safety and health regulations; (2) while NRC is not intimately 
familiar with the exact combination of processes at many DOE facilities, 
GAO believes that NW is capable of conducting the reviews, given that 
sufficient background material is made available; (3) though the report 
did not include a detailed cost/benefit analysis, GAO did comment on the 
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cost and effort involved in an NRC review of DOE facilities, but the 1)~ 
criticism did not add any additional insight to this aspect of such a 
review; and (4) there are a number of options available which offer 
potential for NIZC involvement with an acceptable national security 
impact, such as limitation of the program to several DOE nuclear facili- 
ties to initially decrease the amount of classified information available 
to NIK personnel. In summary, GAO found nothing in the DOE arguments 
to support a change in any of the recommendations or positions in the 
report. 

Congress Should Increase Financial Protection to the Public From Acci- 
dents at DOE Nuclear Operations (GAO/EMD-81-111) (09/14/81) 

GAO examined the Price-Anderson Act (42 U.S.C. 2210) as it governs the 
nuclear accident liability of DOE contractors to determine the number of 
IX)E contractors protected by the Act and to render an opinion on the 
necessity for continuing such protection. 

The Act provides protection to both M)E contractors and the public to 
cover liability resulting from a nuclear accident. Although 75 IX)E prime 
contractors are specifically protected by the Act, the protection is also 
extended to many thousands of subcontractors working at DOE facilities. 
GAO believes that the protection provided by the Act should be con- 
tinued. This conclusion was arrived at after carefully considering the 
current IJS. position to develop nuclear power and the availability of 
other forms of insurance for nuclear activities. GAO believes that certain 
provisions in the Act should be changed or clarified to provide better 
public protection from catastrophic nuclear accidents. For example, the 
Act provides more financial protection for accidents resulting from a 
commercial activity than those resulting from a government operation. 
Further, the current limit on liability may not provide sufficient public 
financial protection to adequately compensate victims of catastrophic 
nuclear accidents. Moreover, GAO believes that the Act’s definition of a 
nuclear incident is unclear. As a result, liability arising from some 
nuclear accidents may not be covered. 

GAO recommended that the Congress (1) amend the Price-Anderson Act 
to increase protection for no&contractor activities to provide public pro- 
tection equal to that for licensed commercial activities. This amendment 
should also include provisions to assure that, as commercial coverage 
increases, contractor coverage also increases; (2) amend the definition of 
nuclear incident by adding the following at the end of the definition: 
“and provided further, that it shall include any occurrence where the 
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Commission, or the Department of Energy in relation to its contractors, 
determines a release of radiation may be imminent;” and (3) reexamine 
the limit on liability to determine whether a new limit needs to be set 
and/or whether the limit should be tied to an index to allow for periodic 
rctad~justmcnt,. 

1”letter Oversight Needed for Safety-and Health Activities at DOE’S .-_.“I___--~--. ---.--- 
Nuclear Facilities ((;~0/rs~1)-81-108) (08/04/81) 

GAO was requested to determine if NRC or some other form of regulation 
would be preferable to the IME oversight program currently in existence 
for safety and health matters at DOE nuclear facilities. To determine the 
adequacy of the I)OE oversight program, GAO reviewed the four func- 
tional program areas: (1) occupational safety; (2) emergency prepared- 
ness; (3) facility design safety; and (4) environmental monitoring. 

GAO found that the DOE program is not adequate to assure that the 
employees at, the nuclear facilities are provided with safe and healthful 
working conditions. Radiological emergency preparedness has not 
received sufficient priority in DOE to ensure a level of preparedness for a 
serious nuclear accident. The DOE emergency preparedness program 
lacks the coordinated, unified approach necessary to ensure adequate 
protection at all DOE facilities. The effort by DOE for assuring that emer- 
gency preparedness programs are in place and working are ineffective. 
1x)1”, has not fulfilled responsibilities assigned to it by FEMA because it has 
failed to assign sufficient resources. In a previous report (GAO/EMD-7% 
1 lo), GAO identified a number of weaknesses in the DOE emergency 
preparedness program which still exist. DOE is taking little action to 
assure that its older facilities meet current safety criteria and standards. 
The DOE safety analysis program, designed to provide such assurance, 
reecived relatively low priority and, as such, DOE is not aware of the 1 
level of design safety at many nuclear facilities. While the DOE operating 
contractors are reporting that their operations are conducted well 
within radiological environmental standards, the program lacks consis- 
tency from contractor to contractor and from DOE field office to field 
office. In addition, DOE reliks virtually exclusively on the operating con- 
tractor for environmental oversight. 

c;no recommended that the Congress consider legislation to require NRC 

to review and evaluate a number and a variety of DOE nuclear facilities 
and processes, including detailed review of plant operations, the con- 
tractors safety analysis methodology and reports, and actions taken to 
mitigate hazards. GAO also made 14 recommendations to the Secretary of 
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Energy aimed at improving oversight of safety and health activities at 
IX)E’s nuclear facilities. 

Problems in Assessing the Cancer Risks of Low-Level Ionm Radiation ----,_ 
Exposure (GAO/EMD-81-l) (01/Z/81) 

Public concern about the health effects of low-~level ionizing radiation 
exposure has increased in recent years. Therefore, GAO undertook a 
study to determine what definite conclusions, if any, can be drawn from 
current scientific knowledge about the cancer risks of low-level ionizing 
radiation exposure and what conclusions can be drawn about the best 
direction for current and future federal research. The immediate goal of 
the federal research program is to develop a data base for estimating the 
risk of low-level radiation exposure. The long-term goal is to understand 
the mechanisms and processes of how radiation causes cancer. Data 
from two studies involving low-level radiation were analyzed; a litera- 
ture search was conducted; and the current status of ionizing radiation 
research was reviewed. 

As yet, there is no way to determine precisely the cancer risks of low- 
level ionizing radiation exposure, and it is unlikely that this question 
will be resolved soon. There is a continuing need for federally sponsored 
research in this area, and GAO believes that federal research efforts can 
be strengthened. It also agrees with the objectives of current congres- 
sional and executive branch initiatives to coordinate federal research 
efforts in this area. The Interagency Radiation Research Committee, 
formed by Presidential memorandum, is such an important area that, 
GAO believes a federal interagency research review group should be cre- 
ated by legislation. Epidemiologists have used estimates of the number 
of cancers induced by high-level exposures to radiation to predict the 
numbers that may be induced by lower exposures. These predictions can 
vary widely depending on which of several mathematical equations is 
used. An intensive effort to synthesize the results of radiation research 
might be accomplished by developing quantitative theories of radiation 
careinogenesis and critically testing their predictions with cellular and 
animal experiments. 

GAO recommended that Congress enact legislation giving statutory 
authority to an interagency committee to coordinate federal research on 
the health effects of ionizing radiation exposure. In addition, GAO made 
recommendations to the Interagency Radiation Research Committee 
aimed at improving low-level ionizing radiation exposure research. 
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Appendix I 
Synopses of Reports and Testimonies 
Directly Related to Nuclear Regulation, 
Environment, Health, and Safety Issues 

The Department of Energy- and Health Program for Enrichment 
Plant Workers Is Not Adequately Implemented (GAO/E:MD-80-78) (07/l l/ 
80) 

MX is responsible for establishing and enforcing occupational safety and 
health standards for both radiological and nonradiological matters at 
many WE-owned, contractor-operated facilities, including the nation’s 
three uranium enrichment plants. Field responsibility for all three 
enrichment plants is administered by the Oak Ridge Operations Office. 
GAO was; requested to review the DOE safety and health program to 
determine if its procedures are adequate to ensure the safe operation of 
the uranium enrichment facilities and if such procedures are adequately 
implemented. The DOE program for safety and health oversight and 
enforcement at the three plants relies primarily on a three-layered 
system: (1) inspections, (2) appraisals of the contractor’s operations, 
and (3) investigations of employee complaints. Safety records of the 
three plants were examined and compared with national statistics and 
Iw)e-wide statistics. All major accidents which have occurred at the facil- 
ities were reviewed in addition to the 92 safety and health complaints 
filed by contractor employees. 

Physical inspections of conditions at each plant are required annually, 
but DOE has conducted only five inspections at the three plants in the 
past 4 years. Appraisals have not been conducted as often as necessary 
and have failed to focus on major problem areas. Employees are 
encouraged to seek resolution of complaints with the operating con- 
tractor. Complaints that are not resolved at that level are filed with the 
Operations Office. In many cases, DOE delegated complete responsibility 
for handling complaints it received to the contractors. Thus, the 
employee is faced with the same situation for which he previously 
sought resolution. The Operations Office is not following up on changes 
recommended as a result of occupational safety and health complaints 
from employees at enrichment plants. Although DOE procedures require 
a written response to each contractor employee filing a complaint, the 
Operations Office did not provide a written response to 27 of the 92 
complaints on file. Staff shortages appear to have contributed to the 
inability to meet safety and health program objectives. Because contrac- 
tors have no immediate incentive to improve health and safety condi- 
tions, the ability of DOE to enforce safety and health standards is 
handicapped. Its primary enforcement power is the threat of nonre- 
newal or cancellation of the contract with the operators. The Operations 
Office’s dual responsibilities of production and safety and health limit 
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its ability to administer a safety and health program independently and 
objectively. 

GAO recommended that the Congress authorize the Secretary of Energy 
to institute a program of non-reimbursable fines and penalties for safety 
and health violations. GAO also recommended that the Secretary of 
Energy make sure that plant inspections and appraisals are performed 
as required and that all employees’ complaints are investigated and fol- 
lowed up by the Oak Ridge Operations Office. Further, the Secretary 
should provide greater independence and objectivity in the Oak Ridge 
Operations Office Safety and Health Program through an organizational 
change to provide insulation between safety and health concerns and 
production goals and objectives. 

Decommissioning and Dismantling of the 100-F Reactor (GAO/E;MI)-~‘~-~~) 

(01/17/79) 

I)OE is presently considering methods of dismantling and disposing of its 
Hanford Power Station in Richland, Washington. GAO has reviewed the 
disposition plans for dealing with the highly contaminated nuclear site. 
The project involves the decontamination and dismantling of the shut- 
down reactor and its related facilities. The site will eventually be 
returned to public use. The final disposition of the radioactive material 
from the site has yet to be decided. The questions of how much radioac- 
tivity may be left in the area before the land reverts to public use and 
whether that particular site is needed for public use remain 
unanswered. 

A laboratory study described several negative environmental conditions 
which could result from dismantling the Hanford plant. Transporting 
large volumes of contaminated material could result in exposure to the 
site employees and might release harmful radionuclides into the envi- 
ronment. The study recommended that the operation be postponed for 
76 years when the radioactive effects will be minimal. Decontamination 
and decommissioning of the Hanford site does not seem justified at this 
time. 

GAO recommended that the project be postponed until studies are com- 
pleted as to whether the Hanford site will become a permanent reposi- 
tory for nuclear materials. Criteria still needs to be developed for the 
cleanup and return of nuclear sites to unrestricted use along with 
assessing the possible environmental impact such action may have on 
the area. 
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Information on Cer$ain Aspects of TVA’s Nuclear Power Program GAO/ ---.--- 
rzt:Isr)-86-72E*S, 0 1/08/86 

Concerns Regarding the Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s Implementa- 
tion of the Freedom of Information Act GAO/HCED-~~-~ 01,04/24/85 

Response to Questions Raised Concerning, the ~~1-2 Cleanup Sched& 
COSt;GA(.)/EMI)-82-gO,o9/20/82 and 

Quality Assurance in the Construction of Nuclear Powerplants (Teeti- 
mony), 11/19/81 

Greater Commitment Needed to Solve Continuing Problems at Three 
Mile Island on0/1~~~r~-81-106, 08/26/81 

Improvements Needed in the Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s Of’f’i~ 
@ector a@Auditor GAO/EMD-81-72,07/09/81 

N&d for Iktter Policy and Control Over Public Information Requests- 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission GAO/GGD-8l-'i'0,07/08/81. 

E!uther Evaluation of the Proposed Interim Consolidation of the 
Nuclear RePulatory Commission GAO/EMD-81-76, 06/24/81 

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission Should Specify User Needs and 
Improve Cost Control for its_Document Control S;Y&Q GAO/EMD-81-90, 
06/03/8 1 

The Effects of Regulation on the Electric Utility Industry GAo/EMw81- 

36,03/02/81 

Electric Power Plant Cancellations and Delays GAO/EMD-8X-%, 12/08/80 

Economic Impact of Closing the Indian Point Nuclear Facility GAO/ISMD- 
81-3,11/07/80 

ThI’, Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s Handling of Allegations of Defec- 
tive Cable GAO/EMD-80-l 15,09/17/80 

lbbposcd Interim Consolidation of the Nuclear Regulatory Commissiog 
GLW/EMD-80-118,09/11/80 

jlhree Mile Island: The Financial Fallout GAO/EMD-8O-89,07/07/80 
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Atldltiorud GAO Rqmrts and ‘I’wtimonles on 
Nuclear Energy - Jauunry 1,1979 Through 
May 16,10HtI 

Existins Nuclear2ites Can Be Used for New Power Plants and Nuclear ---- -- 
Wade Storage cno/~~r~-80-67, 04/01/80 

Economic Impact of Closing Zion Nuclear Facility GAO/EMD-82-3, ---..I 
10/21/79 

Nuclear Construction Times for the Secpnd and Subsequent Plants at a 
Multi-Plant Site are Overstated GAO/EMD-80-01, lo/lo/79 

Nuclear Health and 
Safety 

_ “ “ - - - - - . - - . -  . - - -  - -  ~-- -  

Status of Department of Energy’s ~..-“l,“,,~.l ..__._-- -- -._--“. -_“-----~ Implementation of 19-85 Initiativg3 
ctl\o/!~(.:~I)-86-68FS 

Information on Three Ohio Q&rise Facilities GAO/HCED-86-E 1 E'S, 

11/29/m 

GAO’S Analysis of Alleged Health and Safety Violations at the Navy’s 
&clear Power Training IJnit at Windsor, Connecticut GAO/EMD-81-19, 

1 l/19/80 

R-&view of the&partment of Ensy’s Controversial Termination of a 
CfAo/EMn-79-21,01/02/79 ResearchContract 

_,-_. -_---___“.,---.~ - 
Nuclear Research and The Funding of Generic Activities Within DOE’S Office of Assistant Sec- 

Development 
&ry for Nuclear Energy GAO/HCED-84-186, 08/31/84 

The Impact of International Cooperation In DOE’s Magnetic Confinement ~-- -“--~ .._---- 
Fusion Program G Ao/Wr~D-84-74, 02/ 17/84 

Private Financing for the Clinch River Breeder Reactor (Testimony), 
09/22/83 

Private Financing for the Clinch River Breeder Ream (Testimony), 
09/20/83 

Private Financing for the Clinch River Breeder Reactor (Testimony), 
09/ 15/83 

Comments on a Plan for Obtaining Private Financing for the Clinch 
River Breeder Reactor GAO/RCED-83-226, 08/22/83 
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Nuclear Energy - Januw 1,1979 Through 
May 15,1986 

I Y 

Analysis of Studies on Alternative Financing for the Clinch River 
Breeder Reactor GAO/WED-8$1Fjl,O6/12/83 

Status of I.K)E’S Implementation of the Magnetic Fusion Energy&Sk 
neering Act of 1980 GAO/HCED-~~-~~~, 04/29/83 

Analysis of Alternative Approaches to Completing the Department of 
=gy’s Water-Cooled Breeder Program GAO/RCEU-83-87, 03/25/83 

Analysis of the Department of Energy’s Clinch River Breeder Reactor 
Cost Estimate GAO/IZCED-83-74, 12/10/82 

Interim Report on GAO'S Review of the Total Cost Estimate for the Clinch 
River Breeder Reactor Pro.je& GAO/EMD-82-13 1,09/23/82 

Information on the Cost of Plutonium Needed to Operate the Clinch 
mr Breeder Reactor for Its &Year Demonstration GAO/ISMD-82-128, 

09/17/82 

Questions Regarding Clinch River Breeder Reactor Project Funding@ 
Costs GAo/EMI)-82-123,09/15/82 

The Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor-ations for Deciding Future 
Pace and Direction GAO/EMD-8%'i'9,07/12/82 

Revising the Clinch River Breeder Reactor Steam Generator Testing= 
gramCanI&duceRi& GAO/EMD-8%85,05/25/82 

IK)E Confident It Can Fuel the Clinch River Breeder Reactor and Other 
Breeder Reactor Projects GAO/EMD-82-89, 05/14/82 

While the cljnch River Breeder Reactor Steam Generator Contract Could 
Not IIave Been Terminated for Default, Many Aspects of the Con- 
tracting Process Are Questionable GAO/EMD-8%37,03/17/82 

The Department of Energy Did Not Provide the Subcommittee With All ~~ 
- Documents Related to the Contract for the Clinch River Breeder 

Reactor’s Steam Generam GAO/EMD-8%56,03/17/82 

Impact of Federal I&D FundingaThree Mile Island Cleanup Costs GAO/ 

EMU-82-28,01/15/82 
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Y 

The Costs and Benefits of Alternative Fun- Levels for the Depart- 
ment of Energymht Water Reactor Improvement Program GAO/EMD- 

82-16, 1 l/18/81 

Proposed Nuclear Insurance and TMI Cleanup Assistance GAO/EMU-8%Rl, 

10/14/81 

Update of Cost Information= the Clinch River Breeder Reactor Proja 
GAO/EMD-8I-112,06/26/81 

wmination Cost of the Clinch River Breeder Reactor Plant Project 
(Testimony), 06/ 11/8 1 

Re8ponse to Questions Clarify& a Previous GAO ReporJ on the Dep& 

ment of Energy’s Breeder Reactor Program GAO/EMD-81-83, 06/04/81 

The Department of Energy’s Water-Cooled Breeder Program: Shout& 
Continue? GAO/EMU-81-46, 03/25/81 

The Department of Energy’s Light Water Reactor Fuel Utilization 
Improvement Program GAO/EMD-8 l-5 1,03/23/8 1 

=Fast Breeder Reactor Program Needs Direction GAO/EMU-80-81, 

09/22/80 

Fusion-A Possible Option for Solving Long-Term Energy Problems 
GAO/EMD-7%27,09/28/79 

Comments on the Administration’s White Paper: “The Clinch River 
Breeder Reactor Project-An End to the Imp=” GAO/EMU-79-89, 
07/l o/79 

Nuclear Power Costs and Subsidies GAO/EMD-7%62,06/13/79 

The Clinch River Breeder Reactor-Should the Congress Continue to 
Fund It? GAO/EMD-i’%62,Ofi/o7/i’9 

Comments on the Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s Use of the Depart- 
ment of Energy’s Laboratories and of Outside Contractors and Consul- 
tantsGAO/EMD-79-37,03/0'1/79 
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Appendix 11 
Additional GAO Ht?port;w and Testimonies on 
Nuclear Energy -January 1,197b Through 
May lb, 19NR 

N uelear 
Nonproli kration 

~“-~- - -  

HE Has Insufficient Control Over Nuclear Technology Exports (Testi- -~. - -- 
mony), OS/l 5/86 

IKE; Has Insufficient Control Over Nuclear Technology Exports (;A()/ 
1z(:1cr)-86-144,05/01/86 

Nuclear Agreement for Cooperation Uetween the United States and the 
People’s RepublicofChina GAO/NSI.AI)-~~-~~BR, 11/27/85 

Controlling Exports of Dual-Use, Nuclear-Related Equipment GAO/NSIAD- 

83-28,09/28/83 

obstacles to I J.S. Ability&o Control and Track Weapons-Grade Uranium 
Supplied Abroad GAO/ID-82-2 1, 08/02/82 - 

l&c Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act of 1978 Should Be Selectively Modi- 
&IJ$ c~o/ocrc:-81-2,05/21/81 

Evaluation of Selected Aspects of U.S. Nuclear Non-Proliferation Law 
and Policy GAO/EMD-81-9, 11/18/80 

IJ.S. Nuclear Non-Proliferation Policy:act on Exports and Nuclear 
Industry Could Not Be Determined GAO/ID-8@42,09/23/80 

Evaluation of IJS. Efforts& Promote the Nuclear Non-Proliferation 
Treaty GAo/ID-8(b41,07/3 l/80 

Y BElear Fuel Reprocessing and the Problem of Safeguarding.Against the 
/ Spread of Nuclear Weapons GAO/EMD-80-38, 03/18/80 

Circumstances Surrounding the Government’s Approval of Nuclear- 
I 

RelatedExp~>rts to Iran GAO/EMD-SO-44,03/ 17/80 --- 

The Department of Energy’s Erroneous Declassification of Nuclear 
WtVons DesignDocuments GAO/EMD-7%109,09/19/79 

Difficulties if Nuclear Training of Foreigners Contributes 
to Weapons Proliferation cno/ID-79-2,04/23/79 

Radiation Exposure @gation Crossroads: Personnel Radiation Exposure Estimates Should 
I3e Improved (Testimony), 12/l l/85 
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Additional GAO Reports and ‘I’estimonierr on 
Nuclear Energy - January I,1379 Through 
May loi, I HNA 

0pplration Crossroads- Personnel Radiation Exposure Estimates Sho&j 
He Improved GAO/IZCED-86-l 5, 1 l/08/85 

Allegations of Records Falsification at the Nevada Test Site in the Mi& 
_!95Os GAO/RCED-8%1()8, 04/21/83 

Nuckar Waste 
--.- -~_-__ -- 

dluarterlyj&ort on DOE:‘S NuclearWaste Program as of March 3 1, 1986 ---- 
GAO/IZC:EI)-8Cb 154J?S, 04/30/86 

Department of Energy’s Program for Financial Assistance ~no/rzc~r~-86- -*I --I_-_-.-- 
4, 04/O l/86 

ljspa-trnent of Energy’s Transuranic Waste Disposal Plan Needs Revi: 
m (;Ao/wm-86-90, 03/21/86 

Quarterly-Hgort on LK)E’S Nuclear-Waste Program as of December 3 1, 
1985 GAO/RCED-86-86, 0 l/3 l/86 

migrcss and Problems in Implementing the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 
1982 (Testimony), 11/06/85 

&drterlym rt c o on IXHZ’S Nuclear Waste Program as of September 30, 
j9I9 GAO/~KXI)-86-42, 10/30/85 

The Nuclear Waste Policy Act: 1984 Implementation Status, Progress, 
And Problems GAO/~KX~-85-100, 09/30/85 

Status of the Department of Energy’s Implementation of the Nuclear 
Waste Policy Act of 1982 as of June 30, 1985 GAO/RCED-86-166, 

-- 07/3 1 /Sri 

Status of the Department of Energy’s Implementation of the Nuclear 
Waste Policy Act of 1982 as of March 31, 1985 GAO/HCED-85-116, 
04/30/85 

I)cpartment of EnergyIrnplementation of the Nuclear Waste Policy& 
of 1982 (Testimony), 03/2 l/85 

&partment of EnergyImplementation of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act 
of 1982 (Testimony), 03/05/85 
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Status of themartment of Energy’s Implementation of the Nuclear 
Waste Policy Act of 1982 As of December 31, 1984 GAO/RCED85-66, 
01/31/85 

Department of Energy3 Initial Efforts to Implement the Nuclear Waste 
Policy Act of 1982 GAO/RCED-8~-i?'i',O1/1O/85 

Department of Energy Acting to Control Hazardous Wastes at Its 
Savannah River Nuclear Facilities GAO/RCED-86-23, 1 l/21/84 

Status of the Department of Energy’s Implementation of the Nuclear 
Waste Polig-Act of 1982 as of September SO,1984 GAO/RCED-86-42, 

10/19/84 

TK)E Needs to Evaluate Fully the Waste Management Effects of 
Extending the IJseful Life of Nuclear Fuel GAO/RCED84-111,01/27/84 

Mional Low-Level Radioactive Waste Disposal Sites-Progress Being 
Made Rut New Sites Will Probably Not Be Ready by 1986 GAO/RCED-83- 

48,04/l l/83 

Comments on a Critique of GAO'S Radioactive Waste Ocean Dump&?, 
Report GAO/RCED-83-46, 12/17/82 

Nuclear and Coal Waste Disposal Hampered by Legal, Regulatory, and 
Technical IJncertainties GAO/EMD-82-63,06/04/82 

The Department of Energy Does Not Plan to Use an Abandoned Salt 
Mine at Lyons, Kansas, for Nuclear High-Level Waste Disp& GAO/EMD- 

82-64,03/23/82 

Comments on H.R. 1720, a Bill to Establish a Task Force to Study- 
Radioactive Waste Ocean Dump- GAO/EMD-82-B& 1 l/06/81 

Hazards of Past Low-Leyel Radioactive Waste Ocean Dumping Have 
Been Overemphasized GAO/EMD8%9, 10/21/81 

Coal And Nuclear Wastes-Both Potential Contributors to Environ- 
mental And Health Problems GAO/EMD81-132,09/21/81 

Mpent Fuel or Waste From Reprocessed Spent Fuel Simpler to Dispose 
c$"GAo/EMD-81-78,06/12/81 
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Further Analysis of Issues at Western New York Nuclear Service Center 
GAO/EMIb$~ 6, 1()/2:3/80 

Status of Efforts to Cleanm the Shut-Down Western New York Nuclear 
Service Center (;Ao/rsMr)-80..69,06/06/80 -- 

The Problem of Disposing of Nuclear Low-Level Waste: Where Do We Go 
From Here? LiAo/I5Mp-80-68, 03/31/80 

The Nation’s N&ar Waste-Proposals for Organization and Siting 
GAO/EMD-79-77, ()6/21/79 

N uqlear Security 
~-.._~--- 

Security Concerns at ~)OE’S Rocky Flats Nuclear Weapons Production -.-A-- 
Facility c;~o/ncla)-85-83, 04/22/85 

&essment of Various Aspects of This Nation’s Nuclear Safeguards Pro- 
grams cno/EMu-S&48,02/19/80 

Need to Review Procedures for Proteca Nuclear Weapons in Transit -- 
GAO/ISMD-79-93, 08/01/79 

Nuclear Materials 
-~- 

Return ofBpent Nuclear Fuel From Foreign Research Reactors to the 
wed States ~;Ao/IKxD-~~-~~, 12/13/84 

Status and Commercial Potential of the Barnwell Nuclear Fuel Plant 
a~o/1wxr~-84-2 1, 03/28/84 

TVA’s Nuclear Fuel Sale and Leaseback Arrangement Needs Further 
Analysis and Congressional Oversight GAO/EMD-8%62,03/18/82 

mged Missing Nuclear Material from DOE'S Rocky Flats Weapons Pro- 
duction PlantC;AO/EMD-80-124, 10/01/80 ~~ 

edera Facilities for StoringBent Nuclear Fuel-Are They Needed? 
GAO/EMU-79-82,06/27/79 

Federal Actions Are Needed to Improve Safety and Security of Nuclear 
Materials Transportation GAO/Em-'%18,06/07/79 

Comparisons of IJranium Estimates Maw DOE and Uranium Cornpa- 
niesGAO/EMI)-79-25,01/22/79 
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Uranium Enrichment 1~)~‘s Proposed 1Jranium Enrichmsnt Services Criteria (Testimony), 02/ 
19186 

The IJS. IJranium Enrichment Services Program- (Testimony), 12/l l/85 

The U.S. 1Jranium Enrichment Services Program (Testimony), 03/21/86 

Information on Repayment of the Government’s Uranium Enrichment 
mram Costs and Audits of That Program’s Financial Statements GAO/ 

R~x~-84-190, 08/10/84 

Information on DOE’S Costing and Pricing of Uranium Enrichment Ser- 
vices GAO/RCEI)-84-156, 04/25/84 

1J.S. Uranium Enrichment Services Progm (Testimony), 03/01/84 

Lost IXN Sales to th@Secondary Enriched Uranium Market Have 
Resulted in Reduced Revenues GAOIRCED-84-76, 01/26/84 

DOE Allocation of Costs for Uranium Enrichment Services GAO/RCED-84- 

64,1 l/15/83 

IJranium Enrichment Deferral Charges and the Customer Payment 
Period GAO/RCED-84-13, 10/21/83 

Data on IX)E Uranium Enrichment Power Contracts and the Cost of 
Power GAO/I~CED-83-196, 07/15/83 

Issues Concerning the Department of Energy’s Justification for Building 
the Gas Centrifuge Enrichment Plant GAO/RCED-82-88S, 06/24/83 

Data on D&S IJranium Enrichment Progx GAO/RCED-8%143,04/15/83 

Issues Concerning the Department of Energy’s Justification for Building 
the Gas Centrifuge Enrichment Plant GAO/EMD-82-88,06/25/82 

mium Enrichment Services Pricing B-199909,08/12/80 

s of Uranium Enrichment Services (Testimony), 
06/05/80 

Cost to Retire TJranium Enrichment Facilities Should Be Included in Cur- 
rent 1Jranium Enrichment Charge GAO/EMD-79-94,09/06/79 
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Policies and Practicdor Pricing; Uranium Enrichment Services 
B-159687,03/08/79 

Uranium Supply Need to IncYude Mill Losses in Uranium Resources Demand Analysis 
GAO/EMD-79-60,04/10/79 

Cleaning Up Commingled Uranium Mill Tailings: Is Federal Assistance 
Necessary?GAO/EMD-79-6 1,04/06/79 

Cleaning Up Commingled Uranium Mill Tailings: Is Federal Assistance 
Necessary? G;AO/EMD-79-29,02/05/79 

Nublear Science Information on DOE Accelerators Should be Better Disclosed in the 
Budget GAO/Hm-86-79,04/09/86 
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Requests for copies of GAO reports should be sent to: 

IJ.S. General Accounting Office 
Post Office Box 60 16 
Gaithersburg, Maryland 20877 

Telephone 202-276-6241 

The first five copies of each report are free. Additional copies are 
$2.00 t!ach* 

There is a 26% discount on orders for 100 or more copies mailed to a 
single address. 

Orders must be prepaid by cash or by check or money order made out to 
the Superintendent of Documents. 
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